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CONCLUSIONS
Bottom-up effects dominated performance. Observers tended to 

saccade to the more salient object regardless of its task 

relevance.

Top-down effects were also manifested. Observers tended to 

saccade to the target more than the decoy, for displays with 
equally salient target and decoys.

Results are consistent with a bottom-up model in which top-

down information (attention) selectively enhances the gain of 
mechanisms with orientations similar to the target.

Modifying a display by adding highly salient items will promote 

oculomotor capture and may led to unintended performance 
degradation.

INTRODUCTION

Space Shuttles 

Atlantis and 

Discovery

NASA interest in cockpit displays and controls

● The ability of pilots and astronauts to quickly and 
reliably acquire information from complex cockpit 
displays is crucial for safe flight.

● Computational models of human visual search will 
enable the design of more efficient and effective 
human-centered interfaces that take into account 
perceptual/cognitive capabilities and limitations.

Stimuli

• Target and decoy were odd-symmetric spatial 
Gabors (spatial frequency: 3.3 c/deg, σ: 0.3 deg) 

• All combinations of  target and decoy contrasts (at 0, 
6, 12, 18, and 24%)

• Target and decoy orientations were perpendicular

• White noise background (mean luminance18 cd/m2, 
rms contrast 26%)

• Six element evenly spaced locations (size: 1.1 x 1.1 
deg; eccentricity: 6 deg)

• Target contrast and orientation were fixed and decoy 
contrast was randomized in each run

METHODS

• Eye-tracker temporal resolution was 4 ms and spatial 
resolution was 0.1deg

• 6-AFC oculometric decision (Eckstein et al., 2001):
-- Defined as element location nearest to the

1st saccade’s end point 

-- Saccades detected using low-pass differentiator
-- Saccades within central 1.1 deg ignored
-- Trials with saccadic latencies < 50 ms discarded

Oculometric Analysis

Time

Stimulus presented 

Mouse click starts trial

Observer searches for target

(max. duration 4 sec.)

Mouse click 
replaces stimulus 
with noise mask & 
6 AFC pointer

Observer orients 
pointer to indicate 

response

• Prior to a run, a noiseless target was shown to indicate 
the fixed target orientation and contrast for that run

• Two observers with normal or corrected-to-normal 
vision participated in the experiment

6-AFC Paradigm

Decoy

Target

Gabors

RESULTS

Decoy response 
similar,  but weaker 

than that to target

Saccades to target 
decrease as decoy 
contrast increases

• Data from both observers most consistent with a 
mixed model 

• Saccades to decoys (Oculomotor Capture) 

increased with decoy contrast even at high decoy 
contrast, despite the increased ideal observer 
target-decoy discriminability, indicating that bottom-
up mechanisms play a dominant role.

MODEL PREDICTIONS

1. Top-Down: Target template
- One mechanism matched to target orientation
- All others orthogonal to decoy and target

Shared Model Properties
- 8 mechanisms per location 
- Mechanism responses modeled as independent Gaussian random variables
- Decision rule: choose location with maximum response

No decoy dependence No decoy dependence

2. Top-Down: Target-Decoy template
- One mechanism matched to target-decoy difference
- All others orthogonal to decoy and target

Weak improvement Weak decrement
as decoy increases as decoy increases

3. Bottom-Up: Target and Decoy templates
- Mechanisms tuned to different orientations 
including one to target and one to decoy (equal responses)

4. Mixed Bottom-Up and Top-Down
- Same as 3, but multiplicative gain selectively enhances 
response to target (gain 1.26, see McAdams & Maunsell)

Strong decrement Decoy response has same 
as decoy increases dependence as target

Strong decrement as Decoy response similar, but
decoy increases weaker than that of target

• Many real world tasks require humans to find a 
specific item in a complex environment containing 
many other potentially distracting objects

• To what extent are humans able to use task 
information about the target to guide their search 
while ignoring non-target objects? (Top-down model)

• To what extent is human search drawn automatically 
to salient objects, regardless of how well matched 
they are to the target? (Bottom-up model)

• We examined these issues by measuring human 
saccadic eye movements in a visual search for a 
target of known orientation in the presence of a 
perpendicular decoy.

QUESTION

Decoy

Target


